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According to the letter received from the Chair of the Implementation Committee under the 
Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context (Espoo, 1991): 
  
„The Committee noted at is 15th session (28-30 October 2008) that the response of Hungary 
to question 19 in the questionnaire … indicated that Hungary’s legislation does not require 
the identification of “reasonable alternatives”. The Committee therefore decided … to seek 
clarification of how Hungary identified reasonable alternatives in accordance with Appendix 
II, alinea (b) of the Convention.” 
 
It was requested to provide written clarification on the above mentioned issue to the 
Convention's secretariat.  
 
Identification of reasonable alternatives required by the Convention is regulated in Hungary 
as follows. 
 
According to the referred part of the Convention  
“(b) A description, where appropriate, of reasonable alternatives (for example, locational or 
technological) to the proposed activity and …” 
 
Thus the Convention does not regulate the description of the reasonable alternatives of the 
proposed activity as a generally mandatory rule. Similarly, the Hungarian regulation of the 
Environmental Impact Assessment also does not contain any stricter requirement in general.  
However, as it is also seen in the Hungarian answer of the question No. 19, detailed rules of 
the regulation are on the way to allow being able to clarify and identify reasonable 
alternatives. To explain the general Hungarian approach even more we add the followings to 
our previously given answer2: 
 
The Act LIII. of 1995 on the general rules of environmental protection (referred as 
„Environmental Act” in the filled questionnaire) determines the baseline provision 
regarding the identification of alternatives. 
 
Article 69(2) stipulates:  
“The preliminary environmental study shall contain: 
a) the goal of the planned activity, a description of the location and technological 
alternatives thereof, the justification of the need for the facility, furthermore, a 
description of the environmental consequences to result should the planned activity not 
come about; 
b) quantitative and qualitative descriptions of the expected environmental loads and 
levels of utilization of the environment resulting from the implementation of what is 
contained in paragraph a);” 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Compiled by Anna Radnai, Hungarian contact point to the Espoo Convention 
2 Additional answers are highlighted with bold letters. 
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Article 71(1) stipulates:  
 
“The detailed environmental impact study, to be drawn up on the basis of the 
preliminary environmental study and substantiated with on site assessment shall 
contain, at the depth and to the level of details specified by the inspectorate: 
a) a detailed description of what is contained in Section 69, subsection (2), paragraphs a) 
and b) and a comparison of the selected technology with the most efficient one, 
moreover, in case of activities determined by a separate regulation comparison with the 
best available techniques;” 
 
The Governmental Decree No. 20/2001. (II. 14.) Korm. (referred as „EIA Decree” in the 
filled questionnaire) provides the detailed rules. 
 
Article 6(1) stipulates: 
"In explanation of the necessity of the investment (as prescribed by Article 69(2) a) of the 
Environmental Act), there shall be a part in the Preliminary ES that 
a) describes the reasons why the applicant prefers the planned solution or solutions 
b) did environmental viewpoints played a certain role in this decision or not and if they did, 
what actually they were." 
 
Article 6(2) of the EIA Decree goes further: 
"In the description of the location and technological options3 (as prescribed by Article 69(2)a) 
of the Environmental Act) the Preliminary ES shall contain the following items: 
a) in the chapter describing the history of planning: 
aa) a short description of alternatives that were examined but rejected; 
ab) connection of options described in the Preliminary ES with earlier, especially 
regional or local development or land use plans, infrastructure development decisions 
and natural resource utilization concepts, which have influenced the selection of location 
and technology," 
 
Furthermore, according to Article 9(a) of the EIA Decree: 
"In the decision about the content of the Detailed EIS the Environmental Inspectorate shall 
specify that alternative or those alternatives in connection which the authority holds the actual 
realization possible within proper circumstances." 
 
According to Article 14 (3) 
“The Detailed EIS shall describe the chosen alternative (alternatives) selected as an 
outcome of the preparatory procedure.” 
 
Other pieces of Hungarian legislation determine further special requirements as well to 
investigate alternatives of a given activity. If these activities fall into the scope of the EIA 
regulation, these special requirements must be taken into consideration during the EIA 
procedure too. For example, regulation to establish motorways and express roads stipulates to 
scrutinise at least two routes of line; or if an activity falls into the scope of the integrated 
pollution prevention and control it is a basic requirement to determine the best available 
techniques obviously including the identification of reasonable alternatives. 

                                                 
3 Correction of the previously provided translation. 


